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bstract

Thin films of Ni3P ca. 400 nm in thickness were obtained by electrodeposition on a stainless steel substrate and subsequent heating at 500 ◦C in an
rgon or vacuum atmosphere. The films were found to consist of pseudo-spherical agglomerates of nanosized particles (less than 70 nm in size). Both
ypes of atmospheres induced the formation of coating layers composed of metal oxide species (particularly iron oxide) by effect of the presence of
xygen traces in the environment. As revealed by the XPS depth profile analysis, the layers were thicker when heating under argon. Film thickness
etermined the electrochemical reactivity towards lithium. Oxide and electrolyte reduction were the main electrochemical reactions undergone by
he film on discharging the cell, the Ni–P alloy component being scarcely affected. Based on XRD, XPS and electrochemical measurements, the

ristine film heated under vacuum also reacted partially with lithium to give nickel and lithium phosphide. However, the reversibility of this reaction
s limited and the capacity delivered by the resulting cells was low (lower than that calculated from the reaction stoichiometry, but significantly
igher than that obtained from the electrode made from the bulk alloy).

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Much of the interest of researchers in lithium ion batteries has
o far focussed on developing negative electrodes with properties
omparable to or even better than those of graphite. 3D transition
etal oxides, MxOy, have recently been proposed as alternative

node materials [1]. MxOy systems exhibit low irreversibility in
he electrochemical reaction and scarce mechanical failure; also,
hey provide specific capacity values as high as 700 A h kg−1 on
xtended cycling [2–6]. Their excellent electrochemical perfor-
ance is the result of a simple, yet highly reversible reaction

ith lithium ions: MxOy + 2y Li+ + 2y e− ⇔ x M + y Li2O.
This finding has promoted research into various other transi-

ion metal derivatives including fluorides [7], nitrides [8] and
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sition; Pnictides

nictides [9]. Despite their interesting electrochemical prop-
rties, the practical use of oxides and fluorides in lithium
atteries is dubious owing to their wide working potential win-
ow (3.0–0.0 V). Therefore, current research is focussing on
ransition metal compounds capable of reacting with lithium at
ower potential values (1.5–0.0 V).

In this context, some phosphides have the ability to react with
i over a narrow potential range (a low charge–discharge polar-

zation, �V ≈ 0.4) at an average potential of 1.0 V versus Li+/Li.
hese electrochemical characteristics are interesting with a view

o developing new negative electrodes. Some studies on MxPy

M = Mn, Fe, Co, Cu) [9–12] and LizMxPy [13,14] phosphides
ave shown the reversibility of the electrochemical reaction and
ts underlying mechanism to depend on the particular crystal
tructure, as well as on the M/P and Li/P ratios in the starting

ompound. However, the cycling performance of these electrode
aterials has been deemed poor and some attempts at enhancing

heir cyclability have been made with Cu3P [15] and NiP2 [16]
ystems. The particular method used to prepare these compounds

mailto:luis-sanchez@uco.es
mailto:iq2sanpe@uco.es
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2007.07.013
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3.1. Physico-chemical characterization of films

As revealed by its XRD pattern, which contained peaks for
the stainless-steel substrate alone (Fig. 1a), the Ni–P material
M. Cruz et al. / Journal of Po

s metallic films and changes in particle size have been identified
s two key factors governing their cycling performance.

Based on previous work of our group on anode materials,
lectrodes prepared as thin films usually exhibit a long cycle life
5,6]. Also, we have found electrodeposition to be an excellent
ethod for preparing thin films of anode materials. Moreover,

lectrodeposition is a simple, low-cost method for preparing
ickel–phosphorus alloys [17–20] used as protective coatings
gainst corrosion. In this work, electrodeposited amorphous
i–P alloy was prepared as thin films in a typical bath con-

aining nickel salts and sodium hypophosphite. Crystallization
as accomplished in two different atmospheres (viz. vacuum and

rgon) and provided the phase Ni3P. The physico-chemical char-
cterization of the different films and the examination of their
lectrochemical properties as electrode materials for lithium
atteries were two additional purposes of this work.

. Experimental

Ni–P alloy deposits were obtained by electrodeposition
rom solutions with the following composition: NiSO4·6H2O
174 g L−1), NiCl2·6H2O (47 g L−1), H3PO4 (51 g L−1) and
aH2PO2·H2O (63 g L−1) [17]. Solutions were prepared from
anreac analytical grade chemicals and MilliQ water. For
omparison, electrodeposited nickel was prepared from a con-
entional Watt’s bath as reported elsewhere [21], and so was
rystalline Ni3P by a chemical reduction of the Watt’s bath with
odium boronhydride.

Ni–P films were electrodeposited in the galvanostatic mode
n stainless steel substrates (Plates 2 cm2 in surface area).

platinum foil was used as counter-electrode. Prior to elec-
rodeposition, both electrodes were cleaned with acetone. The
olution was heated at 80 ◦C and adjusted to pH 2 by addition of
odium carbonate. Electrodeposition was done, under continu-
us mild stirring, by passing a current density of 120 mA cm2

or 20 s. The current was controlled via a Multichannel Arbin
T2000 device. The deposits thus obtained were removed from

he solution, thoroughly rinsed with water and air-dried for sub-
equent heating at 500 ◦C in an argon or vacuum (5 × 10−2 Torr)
tmosphere for 1 h and storage in a glove-box. The electrode-
osited nickel film was heated at 500 ◦C in argon.

X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on a
iemens D5000 X-ray diffractometer, using CuK� radiation
λ = 1.54059 Å) and a graphite monochromator. The particle
ize and morphology of the films were studied with a scanning
lectron microscope (SEM, JEOL JMS-6400) with an energy
ispersive X-rays EDX analyser coupled. X-ray photoelectron
pectra (XPS) were recorded on a Physical Electronics PHI
700 spectrometer using non-monochromated MgK� radiation
hν = 1253.6 eV), with the X-ray generator operating at 15 kV
nd 20 mA. Binding energies were corrected with the binding
nergy values for C(1s) of adventitious carbon fixed at 284.8 eV.
urvey spectra over the range 0–1100 eV were recorded at a

87.85 pass energy, each region being scanned several times
o ensure an adequate signal-to-noise ratio. A 3 × 3 mm sam-
le area was sputtered with 4 keV Ar+; the sputter rate was
ssumed to be ∼4.5 nm min−1 as determined for Ta2O5 under
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dentical sputtering conditions. Spectra were processed by using
HI-Access V6 and Multipak software, both from Physical
lectronics. High-resolution spectra were fitted after Shirley
ackground correction.

Electrochemical measurements were made in a two-electrode
ell, using lithium as counter-electrode. The electrolyte used was
erck battery electrolyte LP 40, which consists of 1 M LiPF6

n ethylene carbonate (EC) and dimethyl carbonate (DMC) in
1:1 w/w ratio. Square 6 mm × 6 mm pieces of stainless steel

oated with the active material were used as working electrodes.
he amount of active material attached to the substrate was
etermined by weighing the substrate before and after electrode-
osition on a Sartorius microbalance sensitive to within ±1 �g.
or ex situ XPS, the cells were opened in the glove-box and the
lectrodes washed with dimethylcarbonate to remove the elec-
rolyte, dried in an inert atmosphere and stored in tightly sealed
lass containers under an argon atmosphere for transportation.
he containers were opened in a laboratory-made glove box
onnected to the preparation chamber of the XPS spectrometer.
n this way, exposure of the electrodes to air between open-
ng of the cells and transfer of the pellets to the XPS chamber
as avoided. A similar procedure was followed for ex situ XRD
easurements. In this case, inside the glove-box the deposit was

overed with a plastic film to avoid contact with air. Cells were
alvanostatically charged and discharged at a cycling rate of
/10, C being defined as 3 Li+ exchanged in 1 h. Step poten-

ial electrochemical spectroscopy curves (SPES) were recorded
t 100 mV h−1 per step in the potential window 3.0–0.0 V. All
lectrochemical measurements were controlled via a MacPile II
otentiostat–galvanostat.

. Results and discussion
ig. 1. XRD patterns for Ni–P electrodeposited films: (a) pristine; (b) and (c)
eated at 500 ◦C under vacuum and argon, respectively. (d) Electrodeposited Ni
eated at 500 ◦C under argon and (e) film b upon discharge at 0.0 V. (|) stainless
teel, (+) hematite, (*) Ni metal.
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btained by electrodeposition was amorphous. After heating the
eposit at 500 ◦C under argon or vacuum, a set of peaks appeared
hat was assigned to the Ni3P compound (ICDD Card No. 34-
01) (Fig. 1b and c). In both cases, the intensity ratio between
he (2 3 1) and (3 3 0) reflections was different from that for bulk
i3P, where the (2 3 1) reflection was the strongest. This indi-

ates a clear tendency for particles to grow along the [h k 0]
irection. Additionally, the sample heated under argon exhib-

ted weak peaks that can be assigned to the (1 0 4), (1 1 0) and
0 2 4) reflections of hematite Fe2O3 (ICDD Card No. 33–664),
nd reveal that the substrate was partially oxidized under these
onditions by effect of the presence of oxygen traces in the

c
i
h
o

ig. 2. Cross-sectional and top view SEM images for Ni–P films as deposited (a–c)
he electrodeposited Ni film.
ources 171 (2007) 870–878

arrier gas or the film pores. No peaks for crystallised nickel
ere observed. On the other hand, the presence of hematite was

pparent from the XRD pattern for a nickel electrodeposited film
eated under argon (Fig. 1d).

The morphological characteristics of the films are illus-
rated in Fig. 2. The thickness of the electrodeposited films was
ather homogeneous (about 400 nm thick as shown by the cross-
ectional view Fig. 2a). In general, the film surface was quite

ompact and smooth as revealed the top view image shown
n Fig. 2b. However, some porous regions were observed at
igher magnification, formed by pseudo-spherical agglomerates
f two different sizes (Fig. 2c). That agglomerates consisting

and after heating at 500 ◦C for 1 h under vacuum (d) or argon (e). (f) Image of
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Table 1
Binding energies (eV) for the emission peaks in the XPS spectra for Ni–P films

Emission peak Film

Original Heated under vacuum Heated under argon

0* 4 0 16 0 25

B.E. B.E. B.E.

Fe 2p3/2 – – 710.0 (FeIII–O) – 711.0 (FeIII–O) –
O 1s 531.9 (O=) – 529.9 (O=) – 531.5 (O=) –
Ni 2p3/2 856.2 (NiII–O) 852.6 (NixP) 856.0 (NiII–O) 852.5 (NixP) 856.4 (NiII–O) 852.8 (NixP)
P 2p 133.1 (PO4

≡) 130.1 (NixP) – 129.4 (NixP) – 130.2 (NixP)
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The BE of the P 2p peak (133.1 eV, Table 1) is consistent with
the presence of phosphate groups at the surface of the pristine
film [22]. Upon sputtering with Ar, the peak shifted to lower BE
values (129–130 eV) consistent with those reported for Ni–P
ssignations are shown in brackets.
* Sputtering time (min).

f the larger particles (ca. 1 �m in diameter) exhibited a low
ensity packing. Underneath, a more tightly packed array of
articles around 200 nm in diameter was observed. Film mor-
hology changed with the heating atmosphere. The surface
f the film heated under vacuum (Fig. 2d) was quite similar
o that of the pristine film. Under argon, the surface of the
seudo-spherical agglomerates was granulated and suggested
he involvement of tiny particles forming a still more porous
tructure (Fig. 2e). In both cases, the loading of the films was
.35 mg cm−2. The oxidation reaction undergone by the films
ould be a plausible explanation for the increased surface rough-
ess. Fig. 2f shows a SEM image of electrodeposited nickel
onsistent with previously reported findings [21]. The surface
ontains uniformly distributed submicrometric nickel grains.
hese deposits are thicker (ca. 0.7 �m) and exhibit an increased

oading (1.1 mg cm−2).
XPS measurements provided supplementary information

owards the structural characterization of the films. The bind-
ng energies of the different peaks in the spectra for the pristine
nd thermally treated films are shown in Table 1. The pres-
nce in the heated films of Fe – which was identified by
RD as an oxide in the film heated under argon (see Fig. 1c)
and, more surprising, the absence of P, suggest that the

lms are coated by a contamination layer the thickness of
hich was estimated from the XPS depth profiles. The varia-

ion of the atomic contents in the different elements studied is
hown in Fig. 3. The element C was excluded because it arose
rom contamination and disappeared within the first minute of
tching. No peaks for Fe were detected in the pristine film,
hich suggests that the substrate surface was thoroughly coated
uring electrodeposition, as confirmed by the SEM images.
xygen was detected, but its content dropped on sputtering

Fig. 3a). The fact that P content decreased slowly whereas
hat of Ni increased abruptly on sputtering suggests that oxy-
en is bound mainly to Ni. However, the layer thickness is
mall (less than 10 nm). The two heated films (Fig. 3b and
) exhibited similar Fe contents (ca. 6%). However, the time
eeded for its disappearance was somewhat different (approx-

mately 6 and 12 min under vacuum and argon, respectively).
lso, oxygen took a longer time nearly twice to disappear

rom the latter film, which is suggestive of a thicker coating
ayer.

F
(
©

ig. 3. XPS depth profiles for Ni–P electrodeposited films: (a) pristine; (b) and
c) heated under vacuum and argon, respectively.(�) Ni, (�) P, (�) Fe and (�)

.
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ompounds [23,24]. Similar BE values were also obtained for
he thermally treated films once their presence was detected after
ew minutes of Ar etching (see Table 1, and Fig. 3b and c). Their
ontent levelled off at around 10% upon prolonged etching.

The calculated BE value for the Ni 2p3/2 photoemission peak
as the same for the three films (856.2 eV) and close to that

or Ni bound to oxygen [25]. Upon sputtering with Ar, the peak
as also shifted to lower BE levels (852.7 eV, which is close

he value for Ni–P compounds [24]). Their content increased
ith the sputtering time and levelled off at ca. 90% after which
i and P were the sole elements detected in the XPS spectrum

Fig. 3).
The previous results demonstrate that under the experi-

ental conditions used, the electrodeposition process leads
o the formation of a Ni-rich phosphide coated with a layer

few nanometers thick of a Ni-based oxide and phosphate.
he composition of this layer becomes increasingly complex
pon heating, which introduces oxidized Fe from the substrate.
leaning the surface was more laborious for the heated films

especially those heated under argon) and required prolonged
puttering to remove the contamination layer. We have no con-
incing explanation for the high Ni/P ratio observed irrespective
f the heating treatment used. A higher rate for P sputtering
annot be excluded, but requires confirmation. A Ni/P ratio of
.55 was obtained from the EDX analysis which is closer to the
toichiometry of the phase detected by XRD. Differences in fun-
amental principles and the escape depth of the photon emitted
rom the atom in the two spectroscopic techniques might be the
rigin of the discrepancy.

.2. Electrochemical properties of the films in lithium cells

Fig. 4 shows the first two galvanostatic discharge–charge
urves for the cells made from the amorphous and crystalline
lms. The curves were recorded at C/10 and illustrate the
ariation of the cell voltage with its capacity per gram of elec-
rodeposited material. The shape of the first discharge curve
or the electrodes made from the pristine film and that heated
nder vacuum was quite similar. The voltage continuously faded
p to ca. 0.8 V, where a very short plateau is observed. Then,
he voltage steadily dropped to 0.0 V. The capacity delivered
y the two electrodes was similar (around 260 A h kg−1, which
s equivalent to the uptake of ca. 2 mol of lithium per mol of
i3P). The reaction products of the crystalline film were iden-

ified from the XRD pattern for the discharged electrode. The
attern (Fig. 1e) contains peaks assigned to nickel and LiP, and
thers for unreacted Ni3P. The following reaction is consistent
ith the presence of these phases:

Ni3P + (1 − x)Li

→ (3 − 3x)Ni + (1 − x)LiP + x“Ni3P′′
unreacted (1)

However, the calculated capacity at x = 0 is 130 A h kg−1,

hich is roughly one-half the experimental value. For many
etal phosphides [11–16], the mechanism of the electrochem-

cal reaction with lithium involves the decomposition of the
hosphide to give the metal and Li3P. The lithium phosphide,

c
w
r
c

lm; (b and c) films heated under vacuum and argon, respectively. (d) Galvano-
tatic curves for a Li/electrodeposited Ni film cell. The deposit was heated at
00 ◦C under argon.

hich is not always detected by XRD, may be formed as an
morphous phase according to the reaction

Ni3P + (3 − 3y)Li

→ (3 − 3y)Ni + (1 − y)Li3P + y“Ni3P′′
unreacted (2)

The calculated capacity for this reaction should be three times
hat of reaction (1). On charging, the cells were strongly polar-
zed and the reaction was seemingly poorly reversible (Fig. 4b).
n fact, only 75 A h kg−1 was recovered on charging. As dis-
ussed below, the values obtained on further cycling were similar
o this.

The shape of the first discharge curve for the electrode
ade from the film heated under argon was quite different

Fig. 4c). Thus, a pronounced potential drop from 2.8 to 0.8 V
as observed, followed by a broad plateau that accounted for
ore than one half of the total capacity delivered by the cell.

n the last stage, the potential gradually decreased to 0.0 V.
imilar profiles have been reported for other transition metal
hosphides and oxides used as electrode materials in lithium

ells [1,10–12,16,25]. The capacity delivered by the electrode
as around 375 A h kg−1, which is close to that calculated from

eaction (2) with y = 0. However, the XRD pattern for the dis-
harged electrode was somewhat unusual, as it only contained
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he same set of peaks as that for the undischarged film shown

n Fig. 1c. This characteristic, and the lack of peaks for nickel
nd lithium phosphide, question the assignation of the capacity
elivered by the cell to reaction (2). As stated above, the surface
f this film is coated with a layer of oxide –Fe2O3 as identified by

t
l

M

ig. 5. SPES curves for Li/electrodeposited Ni–P film cells: (a) pristine film, (b) fi
i/substrate cell. (e) Curves for the Li/electrodeposited Ni film. This film was heated
ources 171 (2007) 870–878 875

RD– of significant thickness (more than one hundred nanome-

ers). Transition metal oxides are known to react reversibly with
ithium according to the following model:

xOy + 2yLi ↔ xM + yLi2O(M = Ni, Fe) (3)

lm heated under argon and (c) film heated under vacuum. (d) Curves for the
under argon.
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Moreover, the discharge curves for MxOy/Li cells resemble
hose of Fig. 4c [26]. The shape of the second discharge curve
s also different from those for the other two films, the main
ifference being the presence of a short plateau close to 1.2 V.

The SPES curves provide more accurate information with a
iew to identifying the electrochemical reactions undergone by
he films and are more appropriate for establishing similarities
nd differences in electrochemical behaviour between the elec-
rodes. For easier understanding, we will first describe the films
xhibiting the strongest differences in the galvanostatic curves,
amely: the pristine film and that heated under argon. Fig. 5a
nd b show the first three potentiostatic curves for the electrodes
ade from these films. The shape and position of the peaks in the

athodic and anodic scan are clearly different. Thus, the strong
eak at 0.5 V for the heated film in the first discharge, Fig. 5b,
hifts to lower values and shrinks significantly in the second dis-
harge. The shape of the first charge curve clearly differs from
hat of the discharge curve, the most marked difference being
he absence of a peak accounting for the reversibility of the main
eaction giving the strong peak observed in the cathodic scan.
his peak may be mainly due to electrolyte decomposition catal-
sed by the oxide layer. The SPES curves for the pristine film,
ig. 5a, are more similar; thus, the main peak in the discharge
urve at 0.6 V has its counterpart shifted to somewhat higher
otentials (ca. 1 V) in the charge curve. On further cycling, the
urves maintained their same shape except for the peak at 1.2 V
n the first discharge, which was absent and the origin of which

ay be the reduction of the thin contamination layer as revealed
rom XPS depth profile analysis (Fig. 3). Thus, the electrochem-
cal reaction undergone by the pristine film is reversible and, as
hown by XRD and XPS, must involve the amorphous phosphide
s in reaction (1) and/or (2). Fig. 5c shows the SPES curves for
lectrode made from the film heated in vacuum. As expected,
he shape and position of the peaks are quite similar to those of
ristine film, except for the first discharge curve. Nevertheless,
or this curve, the main difference affects to the peaks intensity
ut not to their position.

Two additional measurements confirmed the significant role
layed by the transition metal oxide layer on the electrochemical
roperties of the film heated under Ar. The uncoated substrate
stainless steel) and electrodeposited Ni heated under argon
ere used as electrodes in lithium cells. Nickel is known to
e inert against lithium, prepared as nanosized grains; however,
lectrolyte can be reduced onto nickel foil [27] and nanosized
aterials can promote this effect [28]. The XPS data for these

lectrodes (results not shown) also revealed the presence of oxy-
en strongly bound to the surface. The SPES curves are shown
n Fig. 5d and e. The results of these two measurements share
ome features and are comparable to those of Fig. 5b as regards
i) the presence of a strong peak at 0.8–0.6 V the first discharge
urve that disappears in the second discharge and is replaced by
eaker peaks at somewhat higher voltages; and (ii) the absence
f a strong, equivalent peak in the charge curves, which indicates

hat the reaction giving the strong reduction peak is irreversible.
hese results are consistent with the galvanostatic curves, where
clear similarity was observed between the electrodes made

rom Ni–P and Ni films heated under argon (Fig. 4c and d,

Fig. 6. SEM images for the films after cycling: (a) pristine film, (b and c) film
heated under vacuum or argon, respectively; (d) electrodeposited Ni film heated
under argon.
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previously. The following cycles exposed no regular trend. Thus,
the capacity increased between the 10th and 20th cycle; on fur-
ther cycling, however, the tendency was to a slow decrease. The
average capacity delivered by the amorphous electrode over
M. Cruz et al. / Journal of Po

espectively). We interpret this similarity by assuming that the
ells essentially involve the same reaction, viz. the electrolyte
ecomposition on the oxidized surface of the electrodes, which
s facilitated by the porosity and roughness of the surface [29].
he result is the formation of a thick solid state interface (SEI)

hat hinders reactions (1) and (2).

.3. Examination of the electrodes after the
lectrochemical reaction

As stated above, the XRD data for the discharged Ni3P
lectrodes revealed differences in reactivity between the films
eated under argon and vacuum (Fig. 1d). The main differ-
nce was the presence of peaks for the latter film associated
o new phases, namely well crystallized LiP (JCPDS 42-790)
nd nickel of low crystallinity. The presence of these phases
s consistent with reaction (1); however, the peaks assigned
o the pristine phase reveals that the reaction only affects the
eposit to a certain depth, the thickness of which is unknown.
y contrast, the XRD pattern for the film heated under argon

s consistent with a low Ni3P reactivity and with the reduc-
ion involving both the electrolyte and the iron oxide. In fact,
his film possesses an iron oxide layer of greater thickness as
evealed by the XPS depth profiles (Fig. 3) and clearly detected
y XRD (Fig. 1c). The surface morphology of the electrode
fter cycling was also influenced by the heating conditions.
he pristine film and that heated under vacuum, (Fig. 6a and
) exhibited little cracking at the surface. By contrast, the film
btained under argon (Fig. 6c) exhibited a severely fragmented
urface and the deposit resembles an archipelago of islands
f uneven size. The image was quite similar to that of the
ischarged nickel film electrode (Fig. 6d). Therefore, the electro-
hemical process strongly degrades the surface of the latter two
lms.

The XPS data for the discharged electrodes are consistent
ith the previous results. Accurately determining the element

ontents was made impossible by the presence of electrolyte
esidues on the surface. For this reason, the discussion is
ocussed on Ni as it was the main component of the film and
ts peaks were reasonably well resolved. The Ni 2p3/2 emission
eak is shown in Fig. 7. After sputtering for a few minutes, the
pectrum for the film heated under argon was similar to that
ecorded prior to the discharge measurement (Fig. 7a); this is
onsistent with the low reactivity of the film towards lithium.
y contrast, the Ni 2p3/2 signal for the film heated under vac-
um was different and consisted of two components (Fig. 7b).
he low energy, weaker peak, coincides with that for the argon
eated electrode and suggests the presence of unreacted Ni–P
lloy. On the other hand, the high energy, stronger peak, can
e assigned to Ni–O species most probably formed by rapid
xidation of nickel nanoparticles produced by reactions (1) or
2).
.4. Cycling properties of the films

We examined the cycling properties of the pristine film and
hat heated in vacuum, the combination of structural and elec-

F
fi

ig. 7. XPS Ni 2p3/2 emission peak for Ni–P electrodeposited film heated under
rgon (a) or vacuum (b). Sputtering times are indicated next to the curve.

rochemical data for which suggested a certain reactivity of the
i–P alloy towards lithium. Fig. 8 shows the capacity delivered
y the cells, referred to the total mass of the film, as a function
f number of cycles. Cells were cycled over the range 2.0–0.0 V
nder C/10. The two electrodes exhibit some similarities that
re worth some comment. Thus, the decrease from the first dis-
harge to the second was nearly identical and has been discussed
ig. 8. Cycling properties of the cells based on (�) Ni–P pristine film, (�) Ni–P
lm heated under vacuum. (�) Cell based on bulk crystalline Ni3P.
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he 25 cycles studied (ca. 115 A h kg−1) was higher than that
alculated for the heated electrode (ca. 85 A h kg−1); also, it
s similar to that calculated from reaction (1) (126 A h kg−1at
= 0), but markedly lower from that for the complete reaction

2) (388 A h kg−1 at y = 0). Expanding the voltage window up
o 3.0 V should facilitate SEI dissolution [1], thereby reducing
he electrode impedance and increasing the reversibility of the
eaction. However, it would be detrimental with a view to using
he alloy as anode material for batteries, as it would diminish the
otential delivered by the cell. Nevertheless, the capacity reten-
ion of these electrodes was better than that for bulk Ni3P alloy
repared by direct synthesis from its elements (see Fig. 8) even
hough some carbon black was added to the pellets in order to
mprove electronic conductivity. In fact, as previously found in
ther metal phosphides, the reversibility of the reaction between
his alloy and lithium is quite limited. Therefore, preparing of
he alloy as thin films improves its performance as an electrode

aterial for lithium cells.

. Conclusions

The electrodeposition technique is an effective method for
reparing thin films of amorphous nickel phosphide that can be
onverted into crystalline Ni3P by heating. We explored two
eating atmospheres and their influence on the morphology,
omposition and electrochemical properties of the films. XPS
nalyses revealed that the thermally treated films are coated by
n oxide layer that was identified as hematite by XRD in the
lm heated under argon. This coating layer can be removed
y argon etching and its thickness increases in the following
equence: pristine compound < film heated under vacuum < film
eated under argon. The surface morphology of the latter film
nderwent the more significant changes, (an increased porosity
f the deposit). Both the composition and surface morphology
f the film have a very strong effect on its electrochemical prop-
rties in lithium cells. In the film obtained under argon, the
resence of a thicker oxide coating and a more porous struc-
ure favour two side reactions (viz. reaction (3) and electrolyte
eduction) at the expense of reactions (1) and (2). These two side
eactions are less favourable in the other two types of films (par-
icularly the pristine film), and the average capacity measured
ver the first 25 cycles is consistent with that calculated from
eaction (1).
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